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Why SAFIRE-SDL? 

SAFIRE-SDL has been designed specifically for rapid 
prototyping and validation of signaling systems.  Using 
a graphical representation based on international 
standards such as SDL, UML, MSC, ASN.1 and TTCN, 
SAFIRE-SDL is intuitive and easy to learn.   

With conventional languages like C, C++ and Java, the 
implementation and validation of signaling systems 
incurs significant development and maintenance 
overhead. With SAFIRE-SDL the specification of a 
system is executed directly, achieving visible results 
faster and more reliably.  

For standard requirements there are signaling libraries 
and physical interfaces available as plug-in modules.  

A free Evaluation Version of SAFIRE is available for 
download at http://www.SAFIRE-SDL.com/ . 

Company Overview 

SOLINET has over a decade of experience in 
telecommunication technologies including UMTS, GSM, 
CDMA, GPRS, VoIP, SS7, ISDN, V5 and IN.  

We also work with standards committees that are 
prominent in the telecommunications industry, such as 
the ACATS Forum, ETSI, SDL Forum, and SDL Task 
Force. 

SAFIRE Product Family 

SAFIRE-SDL is the development environment of the 
SAFIRE platform, which is used in every area of 
signaling systems: 

Ø Product Development  
(Proof of Concept, Prototyping, Pre-Series) 

Ø Demonstrations  
(Presentations, Training, Exhibitions) 

Ø Test Environments  
(System Tests, Type Approval, QA)  

Ø Live Networks  
(Mediation Devices, Tracers) 

Building on over 10 years of experience in the industry, 
there are standard SAFIRE modules available for all 
types of networks: 

Ø Trunk (SS7, IN) 

Ø Access (V5, ISDN) 

Ø Mobile (GSM, GPRS, UMTS) 

Ø Internet (VoIP, SS7oIP) 

Ø Corporate (PBX, Datacoms) 

Ø Aerospace (Air traffic control) 

Ø Proprietary (On request) 

KEY FEATURES: 

ü Integrated solution (Edit – Run – Trace) 

ü Based on international standards:  
SDL, UML, MSC, ASN.1, TTCN 

ü Powerful graphical state-machine editor 

ü Automated testing and test report 
generation 

ü Plug-in modules (protocol stacks) for 
standard telecom and network applications 

ü Real-time packet disassembly for standard 
protocols 

ü Step-by-step animation of state machine 
execution in the graphical editor 

ü Support for distributed applications via 
TCP/IP connections  
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Graphical State-Machine Editor  

The SAFIRE EDITOR offers multiple graphical views of 
your state machine and test suite code.  

Ø System Architecture 

Ø Flow Diagram  

Ø State Transition Diagram 

Ø State-Event Matrix 

Ø Message Sequence Diagram 

All graphical views feature automatic layout and 
context-specific editing. 

Runtime Environment 

The SAFIRE-SDL diagrams can be compiled into an 
executable system and run immediately within the 
SAFIRE runtime environment. 

A SAFIRE-SDL executable system consists of smaller 
sub-systems that can communicate with each other, 
with physical networks (via hardware interface 
modules), and with users (via user interface modules). 

The SAFIRE-SDL Runtime Environment is Windows -
based with kernel extensions to address the real -time 
requirements of signaling systems. 

State-Machine Animation 

The execution of SAFIRE-SDL applications and test 
suites can be logged and replayed in the SAFIRE 
ANIMATOR.   

The Animator drives the Editor and Tracer applications 
to provide a full view of state machine execution.  The 
user can step forward or backward or jump to any step. 

Automated Testing 

The SAFIRE-SDL language provides standard testing 
features including test suites, test scenarios, test 
interfaces (defined as points of control and 
observation), and pass/fail verdicts.  

A test object may be a signaling system implemented in 
SAFIRE-SDL or an external system connected via 
SAFIRE interface modules. 

A test suite is executed in the SAFIRE CAMPAIGNER, 
which offers a convenient user interface for selecting 
test scenarios and generating test reports.   

Test execution is logged automatically and with a single 
click can be replayed in the SAFIRE ANIMATOR. 

Packet Disassembly 

For real-time signal analysis, SOLINET has created 
packet disassembler libraries for hundreds of standard 
telecommunications protocols, including many national 
variants. 

The SAFIRE TRACER uses these disassemblers to 
convert binary signal traffic into human-readable output, 
which can be searched, filtered and saved for later 
analysis. 

Distributed Applications  

Communicating with a remote SAFIRE application via 
TCP/IP is easy.  Simply import the TCP/IP state 
machine, connect its gates to your own state machine, 
and send the signals.  

The remote application could also be a non-SAFIRE 
application, perhaps on the same PC.  This allows 
SAFIRE-SDL components such as the Tracer to be 
integrated rapidly into an OEM product. 


